
Forbes, MarTech Advisor, Forrester, and Gartner are 
talking about them. Brands across all industries are 
implementing them (and seeing crazy-impressive 
results). All the major tech players (Google, Microso�, 
Apple, Samsung, and Mozilla) are on board in making 
sure they work on their operating systems and 
platforms. Are you ready for the next generation of 
mobile? It’s time to say hello to Progressive Web Apps. 

Put simply, it’s everything you love about native apps, but without the app store download. PWAs 
allow you to pack rich, native functionality into a mobile experience that’s hosted behind a URL, 

which means you can still provide an incredible, app-like user experience while also guaranteeing 
higher adoption and engagement than a native app counterpart would provide. 

The incredible user experience that PWAs provide is all thanks to a set of 14 technical requirements. 
Here are some of the big ones:

If you haven’t added PWAs to your 2019 strategy, you’re behind. Check out the brands that 
are already seeing the benefits of using a PWA in their mobile strategy.

Progressive
Each time you use the 

experience, more data is 
cached in your browser, 
which makes for a more 

app-like experience when 
you’re offline

Web
The experience is 

hosted behind a URL 
and can be accessed 

on any browser

App
Looks like an app. 

Functions like an app. 
You’ll never know the 

difference.
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Google debuts PWA concept at Chrome Developer Summit

Transport Layer Security (TLS)

Keeps your PWA safe via secure 
communication protocols

Integrates native functionality
(camera, geolocation, push

notifications, etc.)

Drives increased adoption and 
engagement

Works on all form factors 
and operating systems

Service Worker

The API that caches data along the way 
and allows your PWA to run offline (it’s 

what makes PWAs...progressive)

Application Shell Architecture (App Shell)

The frame of your PWA (think: toolbar, 
drop-down menu, and modular elements). 
It loads instantly on repeat visits, because your 

browser caches it the first time you access it

What Is a Progressive Web App?

The Powerful Tech Behind PWAs

Benefits of PWAs

“We should get to a place where users have all the upsides of the 
web–it should be safer, faster...all those things should be continual 
benefits that the web delivers, but you shouldn't have to give up all 
the nice things that you like about native apps to get there."

- Alex Russell, Sr. Engineer at Google and Lead Member of PWA Launch Team

Web App Manifest

The code that populates an app-like 
icon when the PWA is saved to the 

user’s home screen

1

Searchable, which drives 
higher SEO ranking

Installable to home screen Works offline

Brands with PWAs

It’s Time to Join the Mobile Revolution
Build your first PWA and see instantaneous results. 

1 A Mobile Victory for the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Lumavate, 2019
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Their Results

Indianapolis Motor Speedway1

 Page load times under 2 seconds
 53% users opted in for post-event communications

Pinterest2

 103% increase in weekly active users
 800,000 weekly launches from home screen

Twitter3

 65% increase in pages per session
 20% decrease in bounce rate

Trivago4

 97% increase in conversions
 500,000 users added to home screen


